The next Big Thing from Apple.
It’s rumored to be bigger and badder! Apple is well known for always surprising

everyone with their Innovations and the New Iphone 7 Is no exception! In fact it’s
supposed to be Fully Waterproof and Have the Newest Quad-Core A9 processor
,yet the Iphone 7 price won’t be much higher that of a Iphone 6 release price.
On top of that it’s supposed to have something truly new and exciting a Built in
Projector, something that already Samsung galaxy Beam Had but wasn’t quite
successful due to poor execution by Samsung, Apple on the other hand has taken
this technology to whole another level ,this would be extremely beneficial to
Business end users who can share presentations on the go, or you could use this as
your own personal cinema by projecting movies on any wall.

Just How Much better will it be?
Both The Iphone 6s and 6 Plus wasn’t huge improvement after the 5s which was
quite a good phone, Apple finally has realized that they need to up their Game if
they completely want to dominate the Smartphone market so you will be in for a
surprise with all the new tech they have come up with, there have been already lots
of speculations about the screen size and it’s been confirmed now that it will be
bigger

Earth Shattering Features
There have been some already leaked pictures from a Chinese site about the
features of the New Iphone 7 Price however we can’t confirm their authenticity,
But from the looks of it they more or less match the same Rumors that already
have been spreading around.

It seems like Apple has started to follow the other brands by releasing bigger and
bigger screens which wasn’t the Idea of Steve Jobs but since Apple is in new hands
they have started to take drastic moves in their Designs which honestly isn’t such a
bad thing at all!
Also another Positive side of Iphone 7s is that it should also receive a brand new
IOS system.

Release Date:
Apple has been fairly constant releasing new phones every year at around the same
time which is third quarter of the year, so the New version should be released
around September/October, However we can expect to see News about the new
IOS system already in this years WWDC 2015 conference which happens in June.

Iphone 7 Price:
The price of the new Iphone should be in the range of $800-$850 Contract-free
Depending on your location, we are not sure yet about the on-contract prices as it
hasn’t been decided yet which operators will have the privilege to have it first, for
the Iphone 6 they were in the range of $199-$299 Depending on memory size so
should be similar to that.

Display&Camera:
From the leaks it’s expected to be 5inches but we can’t fully confirm this, however
one thing that is certain that It will be Bigger than that of the Iphone 6 , It’s also
supposed to have shatter-proof technology ( also already in the Iphone 6) and
Latest Gorilla glass.
The camera of the the current Iphone is already quite impressive however from our
sources it’s supposed to be 14megapixel or even 20MP camera that would
certainly outperform some of the Nokia Lumia Models in picture quality.

ALL-DAY Long Battery:
It’s a serious problem nowadays with Smartphone’s, the better parts they get the
more power hungry they are, we recently came across a new patents filled by
Apple which means that some serious improvement is about to be launched, and
we really think that this model should receive a totally new-kind of battery which

should last considerably longer letting you enjoy your new device for much more
longer on a single charge, also as in Past this will run on 4G which is proven to
not only get insanely good download/upload speeds but also save battery life.

Up to 256gb of Memory
Nowadays Media files become larger and larger, and this has been taken in to
consideration, as always you will have choice to purchase various memory size
phones, but we expect for Iphone 7 Plus to have maximum storage of 256GB
obviously the price will be bigger as always for the larger models but It might be
the choice to have since Iphones don’t have Micro-SD support.

Top of the Range Processor
Apple has already asked Samsung to start producing new kind of CPU’s , the A9
14nm Quad Core Processors which might be used as well in other Apple products
not only the new Apple Iphone 7 .It’s a well known fact that Apple is great
at making their software run on lower-spec parts butter-smooth, but this one
should beat almost all of the competitors.

Source Link: http://www.iphone7price.com/

